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How is it possible to change the record type to numeric, via the sql query below?
Could any one suggest on this, I have already done some lookup. Thanks in

advance. A: Is that all the code you have? You will need to update that statement
set c_type_of_fee = case when c_type_of_fee = 'human_group' then

c_key_title.human_group.numeric when c_type_of_fee ='scientist_group' then
c_key_title.scientist_group.numeric else c_type_of_fee end; This is the correct

function call: set c_type_of_fee = case when c_type_of_fee = 'human_group' then
c_key_title.human_group.numeric when c_type_of_fee ='scientist_group' then

c_key_title.scientist_group.numeric else c_type_of_fee end; Refer to set
documentation to understand more. What Have We Learned? So, what have we

learned? As a team, the question really is not as much "what have we learned?" as
"what haven't we learned?" Have we stopped looking for every different solution to
our problems? Have we come to accept that there may be no better solution than
the one that is already being executed at the moment? Have we accepted that it
may not be best to try to create a perfect solution from the beginning? Have we
accepted that just because we can't figure something out, doesn't mean that the

solution we're implementing now is the wrong solution? A lot has happened, and a
lot hasn't. We will leave the final evaluation of our entire experience to the future,
but for now, we'd like to sum up what we've learned, and what we've not learned

yet. Our Learning Cycle What is the end point of our learning cycle?
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